Many large collections of full-text documents are currently stored in machine-readable form and processed automatically in various ways. These collections may include different types of documents, such as messages, research articles, and books, and the subject matter may vary widely.
INTRODUCTION
In many practical information retrieval situations it is necessary to deal with large heterogeneous collections of text. This is the case notably for newspaper files, message collections, dictionruies and encyclopedias, textbook materials, and generally in many library environments.
In such situations the subject matter varies widely, often covering large, open-ended slices of knowledge. Normally, selective access is desired to particular items on demand, and file access may be considerably simplified when browsing capabilities are made available that allow flexible traversals of the text structure.
The conventional wisdom is that sophisticated conceptual text representations are needed for information retrieval purposes, including the use of thesauruses (synonym dictionaries) tailored to particular subject areas, and of preconstructed knowledge structures that classify the main entities of interest in a given subject, and specify the relationships that may hold between the entities in particular areas of application, However, many conceptual and practical problems arise when deep language analysis systems are considered in unrestricted environments with * Thk studywassupportedin part by the National Science Foundation under grant IRI 89-15847.
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titJe of the pubhcation and its date qppear, qnd notice ie given O 1993 ACM 049791 -62+7/93/()()11.. .$ 1,5f) arbitrary subject matter. Viable methods do not exist for building large thesauruses automatically, and the use of large knowledge bases is hampered by the fact that it is unclear what knowledge is actually needed for particular applications, how to represent the needed knowledge, how to isolate individual pieces of knowledge from an apparently unlimited context, and how effectively to match the content of any existing knowledge base with the available text collections.
Fortunately, when the text collections are available in machine-readable form, alternative corpus-based text handling systems may be implemented that use the text collections themselves to derive the information necessary for analysis and text characterization.
In particular, by examining the local contexts in which words and expressions are used, it is possible to recognize linguistic ambiguities of many kinds, and hence to avoid most false retrievals. Furthermore, by providing methods for accessing individual text components, relevant text passages are often identifiable that can be extracted from the longer, more heterogeneous texts in which they are embedded.
The problem of dealing with large literatures and determining text structure has been treated before [Bern9 l, Bota92] , and proposals have been made for automatically generating links between related text pieces and constructing paths through such a linked structure [Bern90, Guin92] .
The present study extends this earlier work, first by using a robust text analysis system that may be expected to produce high-quality links between text excerpts, and then by making the linked text structure available at various levels of detail. The resulting hypertext offers flexible methods for selective text utilization and traversal by making it possible to access text excerpts of appropriate length in accordance with particul~user needs.
TEXT ANALYSIS AND TEXT MATCHING
In conventional information retrieval environments, keywords, or terms, are manually or automatically assigned to the information items, and queries are formulated by using terms interconnected by Boolean operators. Although widely used, the Boolean retrieval model is not ideally suited to the retrieval task: users find it hard to generate effective Boolean queries that will retrieve just the right type and amount of information; the retrieved items are presented to the users in a random order that does not correspond to any presumed order of relevance or usefulness; and term weights reflecting term importance are awkward to incorporate into Boolean systems in a consistent way. Most importantly, the operations of Boolean logic are unforgiving and inflexible, and the retrieval results are often inadequate. [Salt83,Salt9 lc]
The vector-processing model represents an alternative possibility for handling information retrieval operations. In that case, both the stored documents as well as the search requests are represented by sets of terms (term vectors) without Boolean operators. Different vectors can be compared with each other and vector similarity coefficients are obtainable reflecting similarity in the term assignments for different vectors. In the vector processing model of retrieval, the same methods are usable for collection structuring (by comparing pairs of document vectors with each other and identifying document pairs found to be sufficiently similar), and for information retrieval (by comparing query vectors with the vectors representing the stored items and retrieving items found to be similar to the queries). The results of a similarity computation between a query vector and the stored document vectors can be ranked in decreasing order of the computed query similarity.
This makes it possible to retrieve the most important items (those most similar to the user queries) first. Furthermore, term weights are easily accommodated because vectors of weighted terms are manipulated almost as easily as binary term vectors (where weights are restricted to 1 for assigned terms and O for missing terms). [Salt75, SaIt71] A high performance term weighting system assigns large weights to terms that occur frequently in particular documents, but rarely on the outside, because such terms are able to distinguish the items in which they occur from the remainder of the collection.
A typical term weight of this type, known as a i~x ia!f weight (term frequency times inverse document frequency), may be defined as (1) where fik is the frequency of occurrence of term Tk in document Di, #ik = O for terms not assigned to Di, N is the size of the document collection, and nk represents the number of documents in the collection with term Tk. The summation in the denominator, taken over all terms in a particular vector, is used for length normalization purposes to insure that all documents have equal chance of being retrieved. (Without length normalization, the longer documents with more assigned terms and higher term frequencies would generate higher document similarities, and exhibit higher retrieval potential than the shorter items.) [Salt88] Given query and document vectors Qj = (Wjl Wj2, .... Wjt) and Di = (wiI, wi2, .... Wir), respectively, or alternatively, given two particular document vectors, a vector similarity function of the form: t sirn(Qi, Dj )=~wJ~~ĩ k=l (2) may be used reflecting the similarity between the corresponding term vectors, When normalized term weights are used, such as those of expression (1), the vector similarity lies between O and 1 and depends on the proportion and the weight of matching terms in the vectors. In retrieval systems such as the Smart system [Salt7 1], the terms included in the document vectors are typically word stems, or phrases, extracted from the corresponding texts. Normally, the individual text words are recognized, common words included on a special "stop list" are removed, and word stems are generated by a suffix deletion process. The remaining word stems are then weighted using a formula such as that of expression (1). Analogously, the query terms may be word stems extracted from a user's naturallanguage query formulation, or stems included in the texts of documents that are used for query formulation purposes.
Two main difficulties must be faced when text similarities are obtained by simple vector comparison methods: word or word stem comparisons are inherently inadequate because a given term or expression may be used in many different environments, and may take on many different meanings; furthermore, maintaining the integrity of complete documents is unreasonable in situations where specific queries are processed against collections that often contain long, book-size documents. (Long documents are difficult to retrieve when normalized term vectors such as those obtained from expressions (1) and (2) are used, because the proportion of matching terms will be small for documents containing many terms. Furthermore, providing the user with a long document in response to a specific information request hardly ever responds to a real user need.)
To handle the text ambiguity problem, appeal is made to the "use theory" of meaning, which states that the meaning of words and expressions depends on their use in the language. [Witt53] Operationally, this implies that the local contexts must be examined in which text words are used, and that similar word forms should be accepted as related only when their local contexts are sufficiently similar.
In the Smart system environment, a restricted retrieval strategy is usable, where document texts are retrieved only when there is a sufficiently high global vector similarity with the query text, and when document and query texts also contain locally matching text components, such as pairs of similar sentences. Local context similarities can be derived by vector matching methods similar to those described earlier for full texts, except that the term vectors being compared now represent small document components rather than complete documents. [Salt91a, Salt91b] The need for text passage retrieval as an aid in controlling text heterogeneity has been recognized for a long time. [OCon75, 0Con80] In the Smart system, a "nnixed" retrieval strategy has been implemented which rejects texts or text excerpts that do not satisfy the local context check, and additionally breaks down the longer texts into text sections and paragraphs.
The retrieved material then consists variously of full texts, text sections, or text paragraphs, depending on which of these texts elements exhibits the highest similarity with the query text. The mixed output is obtained by comparing various text components with the query texts and choosing a text component for retrieval when the corresponding query similarity is higher than the query similarity for the full text. [Salt93] The operations of the globalflocal vector comparison system may be illustrated by using searches conducted with an automated version of the 29-volume (65 Mbytes) Funk and Wagnalls New Encyclopedia [Funk79] . The output of Figure 1 shows retrieval results for both the unrestricted, global vector comparison system, and the restricted, mixed retrieval strategy, using as a query the text of encyclopedia article 9667 dealing with William Lloyd Garrison (the American abolitionist).
The output consists in each case of the document number, the query-document similarity, and the title for each retrieved item. In Figure 1 , the top 20 retrieved items are shown for each search in decreasing order of the query-document similarity.
The results in Figure l (a) are obtained by an unrestricted search using only the global vector comparisons without local context checking, and retrieving full documents only. With two exceptions, the retrieved output consists correctly of articles covering leaders of the abolitionist movement related to William Lloyd Garrison, or dealing with the anti-slavery movement. The erroneously retrieved items are 9628 Gar (a type of fish), and 10277 Grand Army of the Republic (also abbreviated GAR). These items are obtained in an unrestricted global search because Garrison matches Gar after suffix removal, and the corresponding texts contain a number of other matching terms. (The suffix isorz is first deleted from Garrison as in cornpari~ticompar, followed in Garr as is necessary to reduce hotter to hot, or stopping to stop.)
by the removal of the d~plicated'consonant Figure 1 contain article 9667 used as a query at the head of the retrieved list with a perfect query similarity of 1.00.
SELECTIVE TEXT UTILIZATION
It is well-known that most texts currently processed by computer are not meant to be read sequentially from one end to the other. A preferred text utilization strategy consists instead in finding a useful text excerpt and proceeding from there to additional interesting excerpts.
Since an automated text accessing system must serve a diverse user population with different interests and background, a variety of different accessing methods must be provided to satisfy the varying user needs, thereby creating a democratic situation where wide audiences with diverse needs can be adequately serviced. [Bolt90,Dela91 ] The procedures outlined in the previous section can be used to build flexible text utilization systems where particular text elements can be isolated, and texts can be read or traversed selectively depending on the context and on user interests.
Consider first the important problem of text summarization. It is well-known that the automatic construction of text summaries and text abstracts is exceedingly complex.
The When text excerpts are individually accessible, it is obvious that the text content can be utilized at various levels of detail. For the l&ger documents, it may then be especially useful to offer a sequence of accessing mechanisms that provides increasingly more refined contexts. Consider again article 9667 on William Lloyd Garrison previously used in the searches of Figure 1 . This text is related to a number of other long documents, including 21325 Slavery (30 paragraphs of text) and 76 Abolitionists (12 paragraphs of text). The three documents (76, 9667, and 21 325) forma cluster of related articles for which the pairwise similarity between any two of the articles exceeds 0.30 in all cases. Although, these items are obviously mutually relevant, it may not be useful to retrieve or jointly to display the long texts of these three items. , and similarities between groups of three adjacent sentences (sentence groups) are included in Figure 3 (c). The similarity thresholds can be ch&en-automatically in such a way that the nu-mber of links between nodes is not much larger than the number of nodes. When too many links are defined, the user rapidly becomes overburdened.
In general, this implies that the threshold increases as the text excerpts represented by the nodes become smaller, . When a sequence of hierarchically arranged narrower or wider contexts is provided, users can easily move from one context to another. For example, if paragraph relationships are used initially, broader contexts can be reached by using the section, or full document relations that contain the related paragraphs that were originally identified. Alternatively, narrower contexts are defined by using sentence groups or individual sentences included in the originally available paragraphs.
This may make it possible to furnish just the right amount and the right depth of material satisfying particular user needs. Of greatest interest in a text retrieval setting is the strategy used to traverse or use a given text, or series of related texts. Assuming once again that relationships are identified between texts and text excerpts, a number of different strategies suggest themselves for selective text traversal. Consider first the problem of intra-document traversal, where a single text needs to be accessed selectively. The following traversal orders may be considered among others:
Choose the longest possible path, that is, the sequence with the largest number of excerpts, such that each excerpt is related above some threshold to the immediately following excerpt. Excerpts are included in the path in chronological order of appemance in the full text.
Alternatively, choose the longest path as defined under (a) that also contains a central text element (an excerpt with the largest number of related excerpts).
As a third possibility choose the longest path that also includes the initial text excerpt, that is the excerpt covering the beginning of the text under consideration.
Finally, instead of using path length as a principal criterion for defining the traversal order, it may be useful to consider the branch similarities by choosing the path that maximizes the average text similarity between adjacent text excerpts.
In practice, the given criteria may not all lead to distinct paths. In particular criteria (a) to (c) often define one and the same path. Consider as an example, the set of related paragraphs of article 9620 Mohandas Gandhi shown in Figure 4 (a), using a similarity threshold of 0.30. A traversal path chosen according to criterion (c) above is shown in Figure 4 (a) including paragraphs 3, 11, 15, and 18 in order. The actual text of the chosen excerpts is given in Figure 4 (b). As the example shows, the chosen traversal provides a reasonable picture of the main stages of Gandhik life: covered successively are the main activities and influence of Gandhi (paragraph 3), Gandhi's early work in the 1920s (paragraph 11), his political activities during the struggle for Indian independence (paragraph 15), and finally his activities after independence (paragraph 18). The traversal order of Figure 4 (a) reduces the 19 text paragraphs contained in the full article 9620 to the chosen four included in the path.
The methods used for selective intra-document traversal are applicable also for inter-document traversal when excerpts must be chosen from a variety of related, but different texts. Figure 5 shows a path of related paragraphs for texts connected to article 9562 Garibaldi.
The chosen path contains paragraphs from the largest possible number of outside documents that also includes the central paragraph for Garibaldi (9652 .p7 ). This path covers paragraphs from articles 4425 Caprera (where Garibaldi lived), 9248 Francis II King of Naples (who was deposed by Garibaldi), 23502 Victor Emmanuel II (whom Garibaldi supported), and of course 12364 Italy. -----Paragraph 9620.pl 1 -----The Mahatma's political and spiritual hold on India was so great that the British authorities dared not interfere with him. In 1921 the Indian National Congress, the group that spearheaded the movement for nationhood, gave Gandhi complete executive authority, with the right of naming his own successor. The Indian population, however, could not fully comprehend the unworldly ahimsa. A series of armed revolts against Great Britain broke out, culminating in such violence that Gandhi confessed the failure of the civil-disobedience campaign he had called, and ended it. The British government again seized and imprisoned him in 1922.
-----Paragraph 9620.p15 -----In 1934 Gandhi formally resigned from politics, being replaced as leader of the Congress party by Jawaharlal Nehru. Gandhi traveled through India, teaching ahimsa and demanding eradication of "untouchability."
The esteem in which he was held was the measure of his political power. So great was this power that the limited home rule granted by the British in 1935 could not be implemented until Gandhi approved it. A few years later, in 1939, he again returned to active political life because of the pending federation of Indian principalities with the rest of India. His first act was a fast, designed to force the rulerof the state of Rajkot to modify his autocratic rule. Public unrest caused by the fast was so great that the colonial government intervened; the demands were granted. The Mahatma again became the most important political figure in India.
-----Paragraph 9620.p18 -----By 1944 the Indian struggle for independence was in its final stages, the British government having agreed to independence on condition that the two contending nationalist groups, the Muslim League and the Congress party, should resolve their differences.
Gandhi stood steadfastly against the partition of India but ultimately had to agree, in the hope that internal peace would be achieved after the Muslim demand for separation had been satisfied. India and Pakistan became separate states when the British granted India its independence in 1947. During the riots that followed the partition of India, Gandhi pleaded with Hindus and Muslims to live together peacefully. Riots engulfed Calcutta, one of the largest cities in India, and the Mahatma fasted until disturbances ceased. On January 13, 1948, he undertook another successful fast in New Delhi to bring about peace, but on January 30, 12 days after the termination of that fast, as he was on his way to his evening prayer meeting, he was assassinated by a fanatic Hindu. Different paths or traversal orders are obtainable by varying the context in accordance with expressed user interests. Figure 6 shows relationships for groups of three adjacent sentences included in five related articles dealing with Gandhi and India. Only sentence groups with a high pairwise similarity of 0.45 are shown in Figure 6 . Included in the figure are the two articles 9619 Indira Gandhi and 9620 Mohandas Gandhi. Although the two Gandhis tie not directly related, the corresponding texts are formally connected by a third document 16579 Nehru. (Nehru was Indira Gandhi's father, and also a close associate of Mohandas Gandhi during the struggle for Indian independence.) (9620) is also the only one with links to 5531 Civil Disobedience.
On the other hand, when India is accessed in the context of document 9619 Indira Gandhi, the related sentence groups 765 to 776 occur much later in the India document, being located in a section entitled ZndiaLHistory\Gandhi Returns (referring to the return to power of Indira Gandhi in the late 1970s after her party had been defeated in elections two years earlier).
The text similarity analysis illustrated in the examples of Figures 2 to 6 thus offers accurate text access at different levels of detail to users with a wide variety of different interests and needs.
EVALUATION OF SELECTIVE TEXT ACCESS
The usefulness of a selective text traversal strategy can be evaluated by using the collection of text excerpts constituting each given traversal path to query the available document collection, and judging for relevance each text, or text excerpt retrieved in answer to such a path query. This makes it possible to compute the relative recall and precision figures that are normally used to assess information retrieval performance.
In the encyclopedia environment a correct recall-precision computation must be based on relevance information of each retrieved text excerpt with respect to each text passage included in a traversal path. Unfortunately, such detailed relevance information between text excerpts of various kinds is not normally available in any text searching environment, and particularly not for the encyclopedia searches.
However, full encyclopedia searches were made at an earlier time using each full encyclopedia article for query purposes and retrieving other related full encyclopedia articles. Complete relevance information is now available concerning the appropriateness of each retrieved full article with respect to these full-text searches. 1 The available relevance assessments for the retrieval runs using full articles may be applied to the selective text traversal situation by assuming that a document excerpt is relevant to a query excerpt whenever the respective full-text items are relevant to each other. Such an assumption may be good enough to obtain reasonable ballpark figures for various selective text traversal strategies. Table 1 contains an evaluation of intra-document text traversal methods using linked paragraph structures for query formulation purposes. The table contains average relative recall and precision figures obtained for about 100 encyclopedia queries chosen in such a way that each query article contains at least two paragraphs with a pairwise paragraph similarity exceeding 0.30.2 (The number of queries used for the different runs of Table 1 varies slightly because some query formulations did not lead to any retrieved text items.)
The output of Table 1 covers intra-document traversal where the query formulation consists of one or more paragraphs included in a single encyclopedia article. The first two columns contain data for single-paragraph queries (either the first paragraph of an article, or the central paragraph with the greatest number of significant links to other paragraphs in the article). The next three columns (runs 3, 4, and 5) cover queries formed from selective traversal paths (either the longest path through the paragraph structure, or the longest path that includes a central paragraph, or the path containing at least four paragraphs with a maximum average similarity between adjacent paragraphs). Finally, column 6 contains results for full document queries for which accurate relevance data are available.
The overall performance is reflected in the 1 l-point recall-precision average which gives average precision figures computed over the query set for 11 different recall levels ranging from O to 1 in steps of 0.1. Table 1 shows that much better performance is obtainable with the selective path queries than with a query consisting of a single paragraph only ---the advantage is in the range from 40 to 45 percent in the 11 point average. This demonstrates that the paragraph relationships used to define the traversal paths are in fact useful in specifying related relevant information.
The last two lines of Table 1 also show that the deterioration in the average retrieval performance of the selected query paragraphs is only about 25 percent compared with the performance of queries consisting of the full article texts, although the average query length for the paragraph paths is only about 30 percent of the length of the full articles. (The average paragraph path length is about 3300 text characters compared with an average of about 11,600 characters for the full text queries.) Substantially improved overall evaluation figures and much better Table 2 shows evaluation data for inter-document paragraph traversal where the queries are constructed by taking related paragraphs from different encyclopedia articles. An initial query article is first used to select a number of other highly-similar encyclopedia articles. Each group of related articles is then used to build query paths using the path generation strategies described in the previous section. The first two columns of Table 2 are identical with the  corresponding  columns of Table 1 , showing the effect of using the starting and central paragraphs of the original query article. Runs 3,4, and 5 correspond to those of Table 1 , but with the path extracted from the complete cluster of documents related to the query. Run 6 is the same as in Table 1 , giving the search results for the full original query article.
The results shown in Table 2 are largely similar to those of Table 1 . Columns 3 and 5 show the potential adverse effects of including paragraphs from related texts: in each case, the amount of text in the path increases, but the performance fails to increase correspondingly.
Column 4, however, representing paths through a central node in the initial query article, shows a marked improvement over Columns 3 and 5, and even a modest improvement over its analog in Table 1 . Forcing the query path to remain central to the initial article, but allowing it to include text from other highly-related articles, provides superior evaluation results. Without the central paragraph from the initial article, an inter-article path drifts from the topic of its source. The results of Tables 1 and 2 clearly show that certain constraints imposed on the construction of reading paths will be beneficial for the user. Additional experimentation is needed to make detailed distinctions between particular types of text traversal strategies.
CONCLUSION
Viable procedures are covered in this study for linking related texts in a large collection of unrestricted subject matter. Many questionable text links are discarded by using globalflocal context restrictions. Furthermore, by focusing attention on small portions of text, the quality of the text links is substantially improved.
In particular, long heterogeneous texts are easily broken down into subject-specific text fragments.
The automatic text linking system is usable for the identification of central text portions that could be assembled into summaries of full documents. The linked text fragments can also serve for the construction of selective text traversal paths, both within particular documents and between related documents. A preliminary evaluation shows Hypertext '93 Proceedingsthat the use of related text excerpts for query formulation purposes will retrieve a large proportion of the information relevant to stated user needs. 
